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Das Lehnswesen im Hochmittelalter: Forschungskonstrukte—Quellen -
befunde—Deutungsrelevanz, ed. Jürgen Dendorfer and Roman Deut in -
ger, Mittelalter-Forschungen, 34 (Ostfildern: Jan Thorbecke, 2010),
488 pp. ISBN 978 3 7995 4286 9. €54.00

Feudalism, it seems fair to observe, lends itself better than most big
historical subjects to associative study and reportage. The present
volume is the latest in a series of published conferences—Toulouse
1968, Rome 1978, Girona 1985, Conques 1998, Spoleto 1999,
Göttingen 2000, Balaguer and Estella 2001, Louvain 2005, Munich
2008—on this phenomenon.1 Yet the very existence of ‘feudalism’ is
deemed questionable in them all; or, to say it more exactly, is ques-
tioned ever more urgently by contributors, onlookers, and readers
alike. For the writers of invited papers, while from the 1970s they
were increasingly sensitive to the conceptual difficulty of using a
modern coinage—Lehnswesen, or (in English and Romance lan-
guages) feudalism—for deeply past socio-cultural realities, were
thrust into the scholarly constraint of reporting on precisely those
medieval practices—lordship, vassalage, homage, fidelity, and the
fief—that had long since been codified in learned usage as the very
elements of ‘feudalism’. Were these then proofs of a phantom? What
justified the conferences was an astonishing wealth of written evi-
dence, increasingly accessible in printed editions, that permitted
regional experts in successive meetings to improve on positivist
results for (say) fiefs in Old Catalonia, bishops’ vassals in Italy, hom-
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1 Les structures sociales de l’Aquitaine, du Languedoc et de l’Espagne au premier âge
féodal (Paris, 1969); Structures féodales et féodalisme dans l’Occident méditer-
ranéen (Xe–XIIIe siècles): Bilan et perspectives de recherches (Rome, 1980); La for-
mació i expansió del feudalisme català, ed. Jaume Portella i Comas (Girona,
1985–6); Fiefs et féodalité dans l’Europe méridionale (Italie, France du Midi, pénin-
sule ibérique) du Xe au XIIIe siècle, ed. Pierre Bonnassie and Hélène Débax
(Toulouse, 2002); Il feudalesimo nell’alto medioevo, 2 vols. (Spoleto, 2000); Die
Gegenwart des Feudalismus. Présence du féodalisme et présent de la féodalité. The
Presence of Feudalism, ed. Natalie Fryde, Pierre Monnet, and Otto Gerhard
Oexle (Göttingen, 2002); El temps i l’espai del feudalisme, ed. Flocel Sabaté and
Joan Farré (Lleida, 2004); Señores, siervos, vasallos en la Alta Edad Media
(Pamplona, 2002); Le vassal, le fief et l’écrit: Pratiques d’écriture et enjeux docu-
mentaires dans le champ de la féodalité (Louvain-la Neuve, 2007); and the vol-
ume here in review.



age and fief in north-east Germany, and non-feudal homage in
England and France.

What became clear from about 1950, and was no small impetus to
collective scholarly concern, was that venerated books by masters in
the field—Heinrich Mitteis, Marc Bloch, and François-Louis Gans -
hof—had failed to resolve a disconnect between the concrete and its
meanings.2 And this scene was complicated by an intellectual inher-
itance from Marxist historiography that offered (often presumed) to
define ‘feudalism’ in terms of the socio-economic realities of
medieval lordship. Yet even as it peaked in works by excellent histo-
rians,3 the Marxist approach lost its appeal to scholars close to the
sources. What rankled were two circumstances that mattered more to
historical truth than to modern politics. Amongst English-language
readers feudalism figured in elementary teaching and textbooks as if
it were a salient medieval institution.4 In Germany the failing of such
misplaced concreteness was compounded by a disposition to think of
Lehns wesen as normal in medieval Staatswesen, or even in Ver fas sungs -
geschichte. And this second circumstance may help to explain why,
among recent collections on feudalism, only the one concerned exclu-
sively with Germany and three near neighbours (Flanders, Verona,
Provence)—it is the book here in review—has seen fit to define its
purpose in relation to the problem whether feudalism is a fit subject
for objective inquiry.

In so doing, the present writers commendably respond to the
most challenging critique of their subject to appear in our time. In her
book Fiefs and Vassals: The Medieval Evidence Reinterpreted (Oxford,
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2 Heinrich Mitteis, Lehnrecht und Staatsgewalt: Untersuchungen zur mittelalterli -
chen Verfassungsgeschichte (Weimar, 1933); Marc Bloch, La société féodale, 2 vols.
(Paris, 1939–40); François-Louis Ganshof, Qu’est-ce que la féodalité (Brussels,
1944). All three books were often reprinted after the Second World War;
those by Ganshof and Bloch were published in English translation in (respec-
tively) 1952 and 1961.
3 e.g. R. H. Hilton, Class Conflict and the Crisis of Feudalism: Essays in Medieval
Social History (London, 1985); Guy Bois, Crise du féodalisme: Economie rurale et
démographie en Normandie orientale du début du 14e siècle au milieu du 16e siècle
(Paris, 1976).
4 This was a guiding concern of Elizabeth A. R. Brown, ‘The Tyranny of a Con -
struct: Feudalism and Historians of Medieval Europe’, American Historical
Review, 79 (1974), 1063–88.



1994) Susan Reynolds not only dismissed the concept of feudalism
prior to 1200 in much of Europe, but did so for Germany with search-
ing erudition. Moreover, quite beyond her contention that feudalism
was the belated concoction of Italian jurists and post-medieval theo-
rists, Reynolds argued that the elements of ‘feudalism’ attested in
medieval sources fail to withstand critical reading. These arguments
have been widely questioned, not least by German scholars. Johannes
Fried easily exposed unwary presumptions about government and
property which undermine Reynolds’s own preconception of a feu-
dalism in need of intellectual discovery. And he cast serious doubt on
her readings of early medieval allusions—less easily, for they remain
few and problematic—to personal submission and conditional
tenure.5

It was no aim of the present book to prolong this debate. Its con-
tributors, like other critics of Reynolds, were content to recognize her
challenge, while mostly ignoring its radical implications. In a com-
prehensive introduction Jürgen Dendorfer places the collective enter-
prise in its setting of recent German research and the ‘debate’ pro-
voked by Reynolds, and explains how the chapters carry forward an
argument about Lehnswesen (not Feudalismus) from case-studies in the
sources leading to the resonance and meaning of findings and events.
The coherence of a long book is well served by a questionnaire (p. 26)
that effectually preserves the deep consensus of past research that
Lehnswesen (or feudalism), whatever it was not, had assuredly to do
with concretely attested realities: (1) vassals or dependents; (2) vas-
salic services; (3) the fief (Lehnsobjekte) and conditions binding parties
to its grant; (4) the connexion between vassalage and the grant of
fiefs; (5) changes with respect to these points discernible in the
twelfth century. Lehnswesen exists, for these writers, in these particu-
lars, open to discovery in variable regional circumstances and per-
spectives; a historical phenomenon open to improved measurement
and dating.

What follows is an attempt to identify the contents of this book
with respect to topics and findings, leaving some selective commen-
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5 Johannes Fried, review of Reynolds, Fiefs and Vassals, in German Historical
Institute London Bulletin, 19/1 (1997), 28–41. Reynolds responded, ibid. 19/2
(1997), 30–40. See also Otto Gerhard Oexle, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 19
May 1995.



tary on the problems they raise to the end. Werner Hechberger and
Hans-Henning Kortüm show how Lehnswesen, having first been
appropriated by constitutional history, was reconceived as legal and
societal history by (respectively) Mitteis and Otto Brunner.6 Rudolf
Schieffer, exploiting some 1,400 royal records (from Lothar III to
Frederick I, 1125–90), finds that feudum overtakes beneficium in these
sources only after 1150. In records of fiefs after 1166, according to Karl-
Heinz Spiess, benefice and fief are vassalic, tied normally to homage.
Steffen Patzold, working from monastic narratives of Lotharingia
and Swabia, concludes that conditional tenures were common, al -
though not all such rendered their holders vassals. Jan-Dirk Müller
finds that allusions to Lehnswesen in concrete detail are hard to find
in epic literature. With respect to Privaturkunden, Hubertus Seibert
has a trove to work with in Bavaria, finding abundant and diverse
evidence for conditional tenures, even for norms thereof, especially
after 1150. For Thomas Zotz the duchy of Swabia illustrates the ele-
ments of Lehnswesen without clearly revealing how fiefs entailed vas-
salic obligations. Here, too, feudum displaces beneficium in the twelfth
century. Stefan Burkhardt explores the archiepiscopal records of
Mainz and Köln for the whole prescribed range of elements of
Lehnswesen, on which something more is said below. In north-eastern
German lands Oliver Auge reports that, with some delay, feudum and
ius feudale appear, but not customary Lehnswesen, towards 1250.

The peripheral lands of Flanders, Provence, and the March of
Verona offer comparable results. Dirk Heirbaut shows, from thor-
ough research, that fiefs and vassalage figure abundantly in Flemish
sources in the twelfth century. He refers repeatedly to a ‘break-
through’ of feudalism as early as c.1000; yet he emphatically rejects
my own conclusion that Flanders became a ‘feudal society’ in the
twelfth century.7 In southern lands the writtenness of obligations is
evident from around 1100, creating massive evidence in Provence for
tenures and submission. Florian Mazel argues that this written Lehns -
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6 Otto Brunner belongs in the little galaxy cited in n. 2. His Land und Herr -
schaft: Grundfragen der territorialen Verfassungsgeschichte Österreichs im Mittel -
alter (6th edn.; Darmstadt, 1970) was first published, with politicized title, at
Baden-bei-Wien in 1939.
7 pp. 201, 227; cf. T. Bisson, ‘Lordship and Tenurial Dependence in Flanders,
Provence, and Occitania (1050–1200)’, in Il feudalesimo nell’alto medioevo
(Spoleto, 2000), i. 389–439, at 401. This article is not cited.



wesen is a largely elite phenomenon, and suggests that amicitia may
be of greater importance than we see. Daniela Rando finds diversity
and peculiarity in the assimilation of public charges to fiefs around
Verona, where fidelities cease to be exclusively personal, and feuda
sine fidelitate are found.

Coming lastly to the significance of problematic events and con-
texts, Dendorfer and Roman Deutinger are less inclined than past
historians to interpret the Concordat of 1122 and the imperial-papal
confrontation of 1157 as symptomatic. Fully exposed at Besançon,
feudal-vassalic forms occupied the foreground of the older dispute
over ultimate precedence. Jan Keupp and (the late) Gertrud Thoma
pursue the conceptual divergence of legal historical research from
the sources. So the ‘service-fief’ (Dienstlehen) is said to have no recog-
nition prior to the systematizing Sachsenspiegel. For Thoma the benefi-
cia recorded in surveys (Urbaren) from about 1100 point to a diversi-
ty of conditional tenures in Grundherrschaften. Philippe Depreux wish-
es to distinguish the homage of recognition from that of vassalage,
with reference to Galbert of Bruges on the acceptance of Count
William Clito; yet the rites other than investiture cannot alone prove
vassalic status.

Klaus van Eickels questions the relation of vassalage to family and
friendship, a highly pertinent new concern perhaps too little
explored in this volume. His suggestion that homage served to
sharpen focus on ranks in society would help to explain one long-rec-
ognized tendency in the twelfth century. Gerhard Lubich retrieves a
traditional frame of debate by questioning how elite lordship and
dependence worked in post-Carolingian Germany. Stefan Wein -
furter concludes this part with an illuminating exploration of oaths in
relation to conditional tenures and trust. Fidelity was politicized for
a time in the later eleventh century, only to be ‘relativized’ as hom-
age and investiture intruded on relations of trust.

Most of these chapters raise questions in need of further comment
or study. Can we speak of a Lehnswesen of knights as distinct from
that of royal or ducal vassals? What relation to the abbot of St
Maximin had the holders of enfeoffed manses in his domains
towards 1175?8 Similar questions arise for ‘feudal’ scenes in other
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8 Das Urbar der Abtei St. Maximin vor Trier, ed. Reiner Nolden (Düsseldorf,
1999), 41–51.



lands. Comparatively, the present results are unsurprising. German
sources, even in their diversity, confirm an understanding far from
new, yet repeatedly improved since the Second World War, that in
much of Europe the resort to conditional tenures that were associat-
ed (more or less) with vassalic commitments, attained customary sta-
tus in the twelfth century.

What remain far from clear—and not only for Germany—are the
answers to two larger questions: (1) the differential importance (or
amounts) of Lehnswesen (or, less concretely, feudalism) in medieval
societies. And (2) whether, for the medieval understanding of the
questions addressed in this book, our covering terms Lehnswesen and
feudalism are problematic.

While perhaps without interest for Susan Reynolds, these ques-
tions cry out from the sources. The first of them may seem simple-
minded, but it has been much treated, and remains fundamental.
Implicit in several of these chapters (those by Seibert, Burkhardt,
Auge, Mazel), it is explicit in Heirbaut’s treatment of Flanders. If our
answers can only be impressionistic, it is because in most places we
lack the evidence to show how contemporaries viewed the realities of
conditional tenures. What is needed may be suggested in two ways.
If we could suppose that the Lehnrecht invoked at the trial of Henry
the Lion, or the custom of fiefs in that of Duke-King John, were real
pointers to the widespread recognition of tenurial obligation towards
1180–1204,9 then the traditional arguments for feudalism as national
(and notional) reality would be justified. But it is the suspicion of
such evidence that has galvanized the reluctance of historians work-
ing today. In Normandy, where, by the questionnaire of this book,
Lehnswesen was thoroughly elaborated in the twelfth century, the
normative recognition of this reality was long delayed.10

On the other hand, a much better test of contemporary awareness
may be found wherever the entities and values in Lehnswesen become
the very form and content of records themselves. And whereas
German lands are far from unyielding in such inquiry, the best
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9 See generally Joachim Ehlers, Heinrich der Löwe: Eine Biographie (Munich,
2008), 317–45; and John W. Baldwin, The Government of Philip Augustus:
Foundations of French Royal Power in the Middle Ages (Berkeley, 1986), 265–6.
10 To see this one need only compare the Très ancien coutumier (c.1200) with
the Summa de legibus Normannie (c.1245), ed. Ernest-Joseph Tardif, Coutumiers
de Normandie: Textes critiques, 2 vols. (Rouen-Paris, 1881–1903).



instances may be found in France. In Champagne, as Theodore Ever -
gates has shown, not only were the count’s fief-holders surveyed,
castellany by castellany, from 1178 to 1275, but in 1230 the ‘chancery
recopied its entire collection of records dealing with fiefs and
homages’.11 In Occitania and Catalonia, the scene sketched (for
Provence) by Florian Mazel is perhaps even more insistently ‘feudal’,
because the oaths and conventions that are so overwhelmingly
records of castles and fiefs (or both at once) were preserved in
archives (and cartularies) that were themselves ‘feudal’.12 In these
regions something like ‘fiefism’ was a contemporary (not ex post facto)
reality, a regime of fiefs for which a good translation might be—‘feu-
dalism’. Especially in such regimes the roles of non-‘feudal’ property
and relationships are in need of historical inquiry. But the concepts of
societies lehnrechtlich or ‘feudal’ are not only justified. They are capa-
ble of descriptions both quantitative and qualitative.

Coming to my second question, let me observe that the authors of
Das Lehnswesen have worked with a template that says nothing about
lordship. So have most historians since 1950, including Susan
Reynolds. This seems to me a startling fact.13 Granted that fiefs with-
out lords are attested, typically as if they were properties; normally
conditional tenures of whatever description were held by depend-
ents owing homage and/or fidelity to lords. Vassalage entailed obli-
gations and services to lords. Equally normal was the distinction and
convergence between lordships over vassals and those over peasants,
an engaging complication of medieval history, touched on here and
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11 Theodore Evergates, The Aristocracy in the County of Champagne, 1100–1300
(Philadelphia, 2007), 63 (and ch. 3).
12 Hélène Débax, La féodalité languedocienne XIe–XIIe siècles: Serments, hom-
mages et fiefs dans le Languedoc des Trencavel (Toulouse, 2003), together with
her article ‘ “Une féodalité qui sent l’encre”: typologie des actes féodaux dans
le Languedoc des XIe–XIIe siècles’, in Le vassal, le fief et l’écrit, 35–70; Pierre
Bonnassie, La Catalogne du milieu du Xe à la fin du XIe siècle: croissance et muta-
tions d’une société, 2 vols. (Toulouse, 1975–6), ii. chs. 13, 14.
13 I have repeatedly drawn attention to this point since 1994. Not lordships,
on which modern studies abound, but lordship is the missing subject. My
view was shared by Patrick Wormald, review of Reynolds, Fiefs and Vassals,
in Times Literary Supplement, 10 Mar. 1996, 12. The problem is illustrated, in
effect, by the useful collection Herrschaft als soziale Praxis: Historische und
sozial-anthropologische Studien, ed. Alf Lüdtke (Göttingen, 1991).



there in Das Lehnswesen,14 that has seldom caused historians much
trouble. Every element mentioned in the preceding sentences is
examined in this volume—except lordship. Lordship figures here, as
of course it must, but seldom other than incidentally.

Why should this matter? It matters for two quite different reasons.
First, because the cultures of Lehnswesen cannot be read alone in rites
of deference; or to say it otherwise, fidelity was experienced as lord-
ly responsibility as well as vassalic. A massive failure of archiepisco-
pal lordship at Mainz after 1165 is well cited by Stefan Burkhardt for
its illustration of the ‘classical elements of Lehnswesen, homage and
fief-taking’. What it also displays, I would add, is the coercive gene-
sis of new lordships, and Archbishop Konrad’s determination to
restore his disrupted ecclesiastical familia.15 On sociabilities in
seigneurial courts, much harder to pluck from charters than from lit-
erature, more work is needed.

My second reason follows from the first. If ‘lordship’ had been the
generalization of choice, and not ‘feudalism’, there could have been
no such dissatisfaction as Susan Reynolds exploited. For lordship in
all its written forms (dominatio, dominus-a, senior, praeesse, etc.) is quite
as hugely attested in medieval sources as ‘feudalism’ is lacking. What
worked against this concept was its irreducibility to an easy nomina-
tive in English, together with its cooptation in German and Romance
languages to designate dominations over peasants.

Das Lehnswesen is not gravely deficient in its failure to place fiefs
and vassalage more fully in their medieval settings. The collaborators
have splendidly updated the paradigm bequeathed by historians,
here deemed classical, who first demonstrated the institutional matu-
rity of the twelfth century. Yet there was bias in that paradigm, which
held more to the ‘elements’ than to the whole of an original human
contrivance. What Klaus van Eickels chose to compare with family
and friendship in his valuable chapter is vassalage, not lordship. The
heritage of Bloch and Brunner is perceptible here and there. Yet the
multiplication of lay lordships and castles in post-Carolingian times,
one of the important findings of post-annaliste historiography, finds
little echo here.
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14 Notably (but not only) by Jan Keupp and Gertrud Thoma.
15 p. 177. His remarkable source may be found in Mainzer Urkundenbuch, ed.
Manfred Stimming and Peter Acht, 2 vols. (Darmstadt, 1932–71), ii:2. no. 531.
See also (here) K.-H. Spiess, 93–4.



Das Lehnswesen invites the surpassing perspectives I have men-
tioned. More than most conference volumes, it seeks to keep its
German-imperial focus (not mentioned on its title-page) oriented to
the conceptual and methodological problems of the wider European
scene. In a fine closing reflection, Roman Deutinger observes that, by
holding to a time-tested (and -tainted) model of feudal-vassalic real-
ity, his colleagues have not only sharpened their chronology, but
have also invited recognition that, even in Germany, Lehnswesen may
now be too exclusive a term to comprehend the diversities of condi-
tional dependence and tenures before 1150. ‘Feudalism’, after all,
proves difficult to put down.

THOMAS N. BISSON FBA is Emeritus H. C. Lea Professor of Medi -
eval History at Harvard University. Among his writings are The
Crisis of the Twelfth Century: Power, Lordship, and the Origins of Euro -
pean Government (2009) and ‘The “Feudal Revolution” ’, Past and
Present, no. 142 (1994), 6–42.
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